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APCC VISION 

 

 

We, as a member of APCC, will become 

global citizens of an 'OMOIYARI'spirit, 

and create a more peaceful world 

abound with the smiles of our children. 
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Message from Senior Executive Director, APCC 

 

 

On behalf of the Executive board and the 28th Operating team of the Asian-Pacific Children’s Convention in 

Fukuoka (APCC), let me express our sincere gratitude to all the participants of the 2nd BRIDGE CLUB Presidents 

Meeting in Bali, Indonesia. This was the first time to hold BCs official meeting in outside of Japan and it was 

wonderfully organized with a huge success.  

It was a wonderful experience to join this meeting and I’m very much impressed by the ideas/opinions from 

participants. The outcomes of meeting under the heading BRIDGE CLUB Professional Network, NEXT APCC 

Database, BCIO Organizational Structure, Business Forum are really appreciable. I hope you will share the same 

spirit and meeting reports with your BC members and eventually help to grow BRIDGE CLUBs to the next level 

with OMOIYARI spirits.  

I would also like to extend deep gratitude to BRIDGE CLUB Indonesia and APCC Liaison Office for their 

wonderful hospitality and all arrangements for this meeting. I would like BC Indonesia to convey our heartiest 

thankfulness to Mr. General Sutanto for sponsoring the whole event and Mr. I Nyoman Subrata, Head of Primary 

Education of Bali Province for his gracious presence in Opening Ceremony. We believe this event will derive 

significant benefits for all participants by experiencing an intercultural exchange and creating a special bond of 

friendship through the time they share together.  

This great accomplishment would not have been achieved without all of yours generous contribution. Let’s join 

hands in nurturing youth to be APCC Global BRIDGE Leaders who are outstanding OMOIYARI global citizens 

equipped with the skill set of “CARe” (Communication, Action and Respect) and can link our world and act as 

change agents in today’s global community.  

 

 

Best regards 

 

Mr. Shinichiro Kubo 

Senior Executive Director 

The Asian-Pacific Children’s Convention in FUKUOKA 
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Message from Managing Director, BCIO 

 

 

 

I would like to express my best gratitude to all participants in the 2nd BC presidents meeting in Bali. Thanks to 

the initiatives of all of you, the meeting held outside Japan for the first time was successfully ended producing 

some great outputs. In particular, thanks to BC Indonesia, the event was well-prepared, organized and the 

facilities were so gorgeous. I really appreciate great efforts to the event made by all members in BC Indonesia.   

A variety of issues were discussed in the program and I’m sure we are going forward to the next stage. Although 

there still remain some issues to be discussed deeply, the first step has already been taken, that are surely 

making progress. We have a global network that enables us to have leadership minds so we have to think about 

better ways to make the valuable network stronger.  

Lastly I would like to thank Mr. General Sutanto, a sponsor of this event and Ministry of Education, APCC Liaison 

Office . The event became more fantastic with their supports.  

I hope you continue to discuss matters related to BC professional network and other BC issues. Also we hope 

you’ll connect with us and share the changes in your lives, as well. 

 

 

Best Regards, 

Mr. Shigeyasu Masuda 

Managing Director, BCIO 
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Message from 2nd BCPM Organizing Committee, APCC Liaison Office 

 

 

 

Indonesia had been honored for hosting the 2nd BRIDGE CLUB President Meeting 2015 in Bali. BRIDGE CLUB 

President Meeting has taught many valuable lessons about supporting each other, sharing knowledge, and 

finding the best solution to overcome any occurring obstacles. APCC Office and BCIO also has contributed a lot 

to the success of the meeting that had made various positive impact towards BRIDGE CLUB Organizations 

through building and strengthen the same vision and mission for a better future. 

I would like to give my greatest appreciation to APCC Office, BRIDGE CLUB Indonesia, Parents, Donators, 

Volunteers for their support that has made BRIDGE CLUBs are able to have great abilities on teamwork for the 

success of the 2nd BRIDGE CLUB President Meeting. 

I hope the next BRIDGE CLUB President Meeting will be able building greater innovation and contribution both 

for the success of BCIO and APCC in the future. 

 

 

Best regards, 

Ms. Elvira 

Head of Primary School Teacher and Education Personnel Division 

Directorate for Management of Basic Education Teacher and Education Personnel 

Ministry of Education and Culture 
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Message from 2nd BCPM Organizing Committee, BRIDGE CLUB Indonesia 

 

  

 

 

On the behalf of the BRIDGE CLUB Indonesia I would like to express my sincere gratitude for the opportunity 

given to organize such an event here in Indonesia. This second BCPM was the first BCPM held out of Japan 

which makes it a great honor for us to be able to organize it. For us this BCPM is not just a meeting to talk about 

the future of our organization. It’s an opportunity to show what Indonesia is like, a mean to develop our members’ 

interpersonal skills, and a mean to strengthen our BRIDGE CLUB. 

Thank you to the entire participant for the effort to come to Indonesia. Your presence here really made a very 

memorable moment for all of us and had made our effort in making this meeting happen paid off. 

I would also like to personally say thank you to our liaison officer Mrs. Elvira and all of the BRIDGE CLUB 

Indonesia members for the hard work and contribution without which this year’s BCPM won’t become a success. 

Lastly, I wish the outcome of this meeting will bring us to a bigger and better organization in the future. 

 

We are the BRIDGE!!! 

 

Best regards 

Mr. Faisal Malik 

President, BRIDGE CLUB Indonesia 
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Program Schedule 

Date Time Program Venue 

19 October (Whole day) Arrival in Bali  Airport 

20 October 

  

  

(Whole day) Arrival in Bali Airport 

 Free Time   

  Stay at Hotel Hotel 

21 07:00 - 08:00 Breakfast Hotel 

 (Wednesday) 08:00 - 09:00 Preparation & Registration   

  09:00 - 09:30 Opening Ceremony   

  09:30 - 12:00 Discussion 1 : BC Development Concept/Strategy Wantilan Room 

  12:00 - 13:00 Lunch   

  13:00 - 15:00 Discussion 2: BRIDGE CLUB Professional Network Wantilan Room 

  15:00 - 15:30 Tour Preparation   

  15:30 - 21:00 Tour and Dinner   

  21:00 ～ Free Time   

22 07:00 - 08:00 Breakfast Hotel 

 (Thursday) 09:00 - 10:30 Discussion 3: Organization Structure Wantilan Room 

  10:45 - 12:15 Discussion 4: NEXT APCC Database Wantilan Room 

  12:15 - 13:30 Lunch  

  13:30 - 14:30 Summary Meeting Wantilan Room 

  15:00 - 17:30 Business & Cooperation Forum Wantilan Room 

  19:00 - 21:00 BCPN Establishment and Reception Tamblingan Poolside 

23 07:00 - 08:00 Breakfast Hotel 

 (Friday) 08:00 - 10:00 Check-out    

  10:00 - 19:00 Tour   

  21:00 ～ Departure (for some participants)   

    Extension Stay (for some participants)   

24 Whole Day Departure Airport 

 (Saturday)       

25 Whole Day  Departure  Airport 

 (Sunday)       
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Opening Ceremony 

The opening ceremony took place in the morning of Wednesday, 21 October 2015, at Patra Jasa Bali Resort & Villas. It 

was attended by 41 participants, including BC Presidents and/or Representatives, Former BRIDGE CLUB International 

Organization (BCIO) Head Office Members, APCC & BCIO 

Officers. A welcome remark from President of BC Indonesia, 

Faisal Malik, signified the opening of this event. Following 

to the welcome remarks by President of BC Indonesia, the 

Head of Primary Education of Bali Province as 

representative of Indonesia Liaison Office, Mr. I Nyoman 

Subrata, also delivered a welcome speech to the 

distinguished participants and guests. He was delighted to 

meet all the participants and guests from various countries. 

He conveyed his utmost gratitude for having Indonesia, 

especially Bali Province, as the venue of the meeting and 

was hoping that this event will provide a benefit for the future of children. Lastly, Former Senior Executive Director of Asian 

Pacific’s Children Convention (APCC), Mr. Kazuo Kurashige, delivered a closing remarks and herewith he declared that the 

2nd BC Presidents Meeting was officially commenced. Besides, the closing of the opening ceremony was marked by 

granting the souvenir from Indonesia Liaison Office to Mr. Shinichiro Kubo as Senior Executive Director of APCC. In return, 

Mr. Shinichiro Kubo was also granting souvenirs to Indonesia Liaison Office and distinguished participants, represented by 

Mrs. Elvira and Faisal Malik respectively. 

 

BC Development Concept/Strategy 

This year we designed a new PA development concept in the PA camp. At the 2nd BC Presidents meeting we decided that 

we are going to implement the same concept to develop BC’s. 

The PA development concept breaks PAs into workgroups and gives them friends to motivate them to stay in the BC’s, help 

deliver their action plan and be active members in the APCC community. 
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The BC development concept will work in the same way except in our workgroups the Presidents of the BCs will be our 

contact. Our hope is that the Presidents from each BC are working together with the PAs and supporting them in 

delivering their action plan.  

The BC development concept works by assessing and delivering on 3 topics– 

1. Evaluating 

2. Monitoring 

3. Mentoring 

Each group of Presidents will be assigned a former HOM to help guide them through the 3 topics. Below is a guide to 

show how each topic will work. 

1 Evaluating 

The former HOM will get a copy of each groups Action Plans so that they can quickly reference where the BC is up to and 

what needs to be done to help them achieve their goals. 

2 Monitoring 

The purpose of the Work Groups are to intensify the communication among PAs/BCs, and provide them peer support to 

run their respective BC. The HOM will ensure that they have the support and enthusiasm to do this. 

3 Mentoring 

The former HOM will mentor the workgroup for a term of one year. Hopefully with the past experience of these leaders we 

can develop our BCs and support the growth of the network.  

In the BC Development session at the 2nd BC Presidents meeting we broke into groups and discusses how each member 

could also contribute to the development of the BC network. The truth is we are all important members of the BC network 

and we can all contribute to the fire that we need to keep burning.  

 
The fire will grow when we are all working together and  

supporting and encouraging each other! 
 

The Spark is the BC Leaders and HOM 
The Wood is the JA’s and the PA’s 

 

 

 The Clearing of the land to start the fire is the APCC Head Office and Staff 
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BRIDGE CLUB Professional Network 

The session provided an opportunity for participants to share their ideas, opinion on the professional network concept. 

Details of the Professional Network: 

Reasons to establish this network –  

 More than 10,000 JAs and most country have a BC but only a few members are active 

 Many members lack interest in BC activities.  

 There’s a lot of BC members already working and are busy with work.  

 This network can connect them professionally and that will in turn help them to stay active within BCIO. 

What’s this network about?  

 This network will focus to connect elder members of BC that are in professional careers.  

 The BCPN member should be a past JA who are currently in a professional careers  

 APCC related people like volunteers or host family may be considered to become members 

 Former JA who has been in professional career does not become a member of BC Professional Network instantly, 

they have to apply to become member.  

 Need active people in this new group. We need their contribution/ involvement to be successful. 

 

Vision of BCPN:  

To strengthen and develop BC Network 

 

Mission of BCPN:  

To develop GBLs within the BC Network and provide them with an opportunity to gain personal and career development. 
This could include  

 Jobs or internships to the younger members (university students)  

 Senior member who have skill, expertise they can share, give counseling or training between their country or other 

countries 

 BCPM members can build teams to create projects 

Who can be BCPN member? 

 Former JA members  

 Professionals (and higher education students) 

 BCPN could collaborate with outside interested parties that could benefit our members and them alike.  
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Opinions of the members were voiced in the meeting.  

1. What is your opinion about BCPN?  

 Mixed opinion for the BCPN concept.  

 It is necessary initiative, which will keep old BC members in touch. It is a perfect time to launch. Need a proper and 

strong framework to kick start. 

 Involving the professional BC members and keep them active. It will be good platform, to develop work related 

opportunities.  

 Networking would be interesting; members are motivated to join; nowadays people look for personal benefit. 

 APCC depends on donation, many management (JC members) try collecting sponsors, through this network; it will 

be easier to get sponsors.  

 We should divide the group into 2 categories: profit (earn money), non profit (counseling, job opportunities , training, 

advising JAs)  

 It will be a great way to improve the sense of belonging to BC and useful for members.  

 The network is just to make connections, not business deals, Keep APCC out of all business matters.  

 Great idea will help all professional BC members stay active.  

2. How BCPN can contribute to local BC?  

 Professionals have good contacts that may be able to support our BC activities.  

 BC professional members will add to the HR of BCs, CSR projects can be conducted with BC and the companies 

they are working with.  

 Within the BCPN, there will be a lot of opportunities to do business. The results of the business can help the BCs 

financially and motivation members.  

 BCPN can financially support newly established.  

 To offer internships/ training info/ institution information to local BC Members through this network.  

 The BCPN will motivate & inspire local BC members contribute more to BC.  

 Sourcing of knowledge and information and different ideas.  

 BCPN member’s leadership skills would help in conducting activities more efficiently.  

 This network can be a good source of funding.  

 Expanding the members’ network might result a benefit to members professional careers. 
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3. What can you suggest for BCPN program/ activity?  

 Sample action plan:  

 

 

 

 We can have career carnival through this network, which can help BC members to get oversea jobs.  

 We need to decide if volunteers that want to be involved can only be current volunteers or will we welcome back 

past volunteers.  

 Team activity; find a good sponsor for APCC.  

 Have trips to visit different countries to see different type of businesses. (like mission project) 

 Leadership seminars, team building activity, theme/topic-based discussion.  

 Seminar for fresh graduate members, exchange of information.  

 There is a concern, will the member be ok to share their personal data on the network.  

The session ended with members’ opinions being collected, BCIO HO Members, APCC Management, will reflect on 

these opinions and reflect on them to make a strong BCPN concept. 

 

 

 

Create an advertising pack to share online and attract new members 

Advertise to big coporates and give them membership 

Proposal will be given to outsiders 

Recruit new members

Catagorise the members into associated professions

Create the datatbase 

Categorise the members 

BC members + Event Sponsors APCC Volunteers + Host Families 
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BCIO Organization Structure 

The centre of the discussion was based on the current BCIO structure and the proposed BCIO structure. In addition to that, 

the discussion also focused on developing the Global BRIDGE Leaders and needs to establish external networks. 

The Current BCIO Structure 

 

 

The ideas put forward by the participants were mainly to have four development managers (2 Junior Development Managers 

and 2 Senior Development Managers) included in the new proposed BCIO structure whereby the DM’s are given a job 

description. The idea is to divide the task among 4 people instead of 2. 
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The JDM can contact all the past PA’s from these BCs and encourage them to form a committee. They can advise and help 

in selecting PA’s for the next year together with the training program. Also, encourage “information session” after PA has 

attended camp so that new information is shared among others. 

As for the SDM, they can assist and direct inter BC activities, mentor future HOM, encourage fundraising to assist with large 

projects and sharing of activities on APCC website. 

Furthermore, the proposed ideas needs to be put forward and discussed in detail with the APCC directors as their input and 

suggestions are very significant. 

It is also important to bring the managers and the leaders together after the APCC event as everything is fresh in their mind, 

also after the event the hectic period is also to a minimum and everyone has a more relaxed mind over which discussions 

made would be more productive. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NEXT APCC Database 

NEXT APCC committee is preparing a new database which contains information about all past APCC participants to 

visualize the APCC's rich human resources towards 30th anniversary, which we named as "NEXT APCC Database".  

The session begins with an introduction to Next APCC followed by a brief presentation on Next APCC database.  

Discussion was held in World Café style. Participants in 4 groups discussed and made presentation upon two core 

questions: 

1. What would you like to do with the NEXT APCC database?  

2. What will be the necessary information/function to fulfill the needs mentioned above on the NEXT APCC database?  
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Discussion Summary: 

1. What would you like to do with APCC database? 

 Communication 

This database can be used for communication; to reconnect with friends and host families or to be connected with 

JAs/PAs of different years, etc. 

 

 Professional Network 

Another important aspect is, it can be helpful to create professional network for mutual benefit. 

 

 Community Building and Social Responsibility 

This database can be used to build community and meet social responsibilities like helping each other by providing 

necessary information or suggestion ( for example: travel info), help other countries during natural disaster or any 

other emergency situation as needed. 

 

 Notice Board 

A notice board can be created through this database so that every BC can post their activities and everyone gets 

the updates what’s happening around. 

 

2. What will be the necessary information/function to fulfill the needs mentioned above on the NEXT APCC database?  

            Considering the security concern and keeping in mind that we are handling with personal     information including 

that of young children, following are the content which can be included in the database available to the members 

only. Detail information might be provided upon request with consent.   

 Personal Information ( Name, age, sex, nationality etc.) 

 APCC Information( participating year as JA/PA/BCIOHOM) 

 Host Family Information 

 BC Designation 

 Academic Career 

 Professional Career 

 Interest 

 Country Visited 

 Message Box 

 Social Network Link 
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Other Important issues: 

  Database should be updated 

  Should utilize this database for member development 

  Notice board can be a effective tool to monitor BC activities if all the BCs take part in it actively. 

  Personal message box will be helpful to develop interactions among the members. 

  Social networking site like BC Friends can be developed which would be easily accessible for the members 

and secured even for the children. 
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Business & Cooperation Forum 

This kind of forum is the first time to be held in APCC/BCIO event. It is a pilot session for the BC Professional Network 

(BCPN). Such forum is projected to be held in the BCPN gathering/meeting.  

The forum was moderated by Mr. Arief Adinoto. After description about the purpose of the session by the moderator, our 

Guest Speaker, Mr. Yudo Ananto had a presentation about “Investment Opportunities in Indonesia”. Mr. Yudo Ananto is an 

Indonesian who has been living in Tokyo for 16 years, and is now running his company, founded together with his 3 

Japanese and 1 Indonesian colleagues. The company name is Indonesia Research Institute Japan Co.Ltd, operating as 

Indonesia market entry consultant.  

 

 

 

 

 

The next part was for all APCC Directors. Presenting firstly was Mr. Shigeyasu Masuda, explaining about investment 

attraction in Fukuoka. Next, he introduced his business in oil distribution and cafe chain. He also represented some APCC 

Directors introducing their business as follows: Mr. Kazuo Kurashige’s building maintenance and facilities operation 

company, Mr. Shinichiro Kubo’s glass company, Mr. Kenichi Yasutake’s printing company, Mr. Hirokazu Suematsu’s printing 

and IT company, Mr. Keiichi Mitsuyama’s wholesales trading company, Mr. Hitoshi Sakimura’s telecommunications 

company, and Mr. Yoshiyuki Matsumura’s business of administrative lawyer services.  

After Mr. Masuda, Mr. Mamoru Masumoto explained his business as social 

media consultant and project management consultant for new business 

start-up. He has also a service of drone for photography, video shoot, and 

some other purposes.  

The last speaker was Mr. Hitoshi Iwamoto. He explained his business of 

Japanese and English language school in Fukuoka. He offered scholarship 

opportunity for BC members in his presentation, which caught interest of 

some meeting participants instantly. 

The final part of the session had some questions and answers between participants and the speakers. Due to lack of time 

availability, other participants had not had time to introduce their profession, however all participants expressed positive 

feedback towards such session to continue in the BCPN.  
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Reception 

We concluded the 2nd BRIDGE CLUB President Meeting (BCPM) with a reception at the poolside on 22.Oct. It was a formal 

reception, so more than half of participants wore their own traditional clothes, and rest of them wore the suits and formal 

dress. After some speeches by directors and BC Indonesia members, the reception started. We enjoyed Indonesian food 

and sweets, traditional Balinese dance, and local music. Some participants performed by singing and dancing on the stage. 

In the finale, most participants stood on the stage, and sang ‘We are the BRIDGE’ song together. 

It was like a big family, and that is the one we aimed for. Some of us had known each other for a long time, on the other 

hand, some of us had met for the first time there, but we didn’t take a long time to understand each other. It was because 

we all have an experience of APCC, we all know how to become friends through our experiences, and the importance of 

‘Respect and Understanding’. All participants of this BCPM can keep burning the fire to spread APCC OMOIYARI spirit, 

and contribute to make better world.  We are the BRIDGE. 
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Tour 

① Oct 21:-  

The participants were ready to set off to Uluwatu Temple upon completing the series of discussion with rich outcomes during 

the meeting. During the trip to Uluwatu, the tour guide provided a brief explanation about history of Uluwatu Temple. Uluwatu 

Temple is one of six key temples which believed to be Bali's spiritual pillar 

that is well-known for its magnificent location. It is perched on the edge of 

a steep cliff, approximately 70 meters above sea level. In terms of 

terminology, 'Ulu' means the top or the tip and 'watu' means a stone or a 

rock in Balinese. There is also a small forest lies at the front and hundreds 

of monkeys dwell there which believed the monkeys guard the temple from 

bad influences. The tour guide gave the participants precautionary warn of 

the monkeys’ habit that are notorious in grabbing attractive items such as 

sunglasses and cameras and asked the participants to be aware of the 

monkeys’ presence. 

Arriving at Uluwatu, the participants were provided a sarong and a sash, it 

is a must to cover your shoulders and knees and wear a sash. The pathway 

to the temple is surrounded by concrete walls on the cliff side. The water 

was surging up against rocks and the ocean horizon from the bottom view. 

Some monkeys were also found along the pathway. The participants were 

heading to Kecak Dance Performance’s venue right after strolling around 

the temple to have a sunset experience while watching a crowd of Kecak 

dancers that perform every evening against the backdrop of the majestic 

Indian Ocean. That was unforgettable experience yet hilarious especially 

for those whose sunglasses were taken unexpectedly by the monkeys. 

At the end of the tour, we had a Seafood dinner at Jimbaran Bay. Tables were set up in the open air directly on the sand 

beach right in front of the ripples of the waves. Live music by the local group singers accompanied the participants while 

enjoying a big plate of seafood that was served for each person. Finally, the participants headed back to hotel after having 

dinner to have a rest and get ready for tomorrow sessions. 
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② Oct 23 

After 2 days of meeting a full day trip was arranged before the departure of the participant back to their country. The trip 

was arranged as it is to have the participant experience the best of Bali.  

Visit to UC Silver Bali 

The first destination, UC Silver Bali is one of the famous silver artwork factories in Bali. In this factory the participants got to 

see lots of beautiful silver artworks and the beautiful artwork showroom ornaments. 

 
Visit to Goa Gajah 

Goa Gajah or the Cave of the Elephant is one of the tourist attractions in Bali. In this place the participants got to see the 

holy water pond, a cave with an elephant statue in it, and the beautiful scenery of the nature. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Lunch at Laka Leke 

Laka Leke which literally means the hidden place is a restaurant with beautiful scenery located a bit far from the main road. 

The participants had to get off the bus and continue the trip by car to get there. Delicious Indonesian dishes are served 

during this lunch. 

Shopping at the Souvenir Center 

The participants are given the chance to grab some keepsakes and souvenirs from their trip to Bali at this souvenir center. 

Early Dinner at Kampoeng Kepiting 

Right before the departure flight back home, the participants had an early dinner at the Kampoeng Kepiting - the crab village. 

They mainly serve crabs in a restaurant in the middle of the mangrove where the crabs are bred. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check more photos at: 

<https://www.facebook.com/faisalmalik1989/media_set?set=a.10153339061614671&type=3&pnref=story> 

https://www.facebook.com/faisalmalik1989/media_set?set=a.10153339061614671&type=3&pnref=story
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Following members participated in the 2nd BC Presidents Meeting 

BC Presidents/ BC Representatives 

No. Country Name Represented as Sex JA/PA 

1 Bangladesh Mohammed Abdullah Alzahid BC Representative M 1992/2010 

2 Bangladesh Karishma Sanu Sovvota BC Member F volunteer 

3 Ipoh Alif Syazani Leman BC President M 2002/2013 

4 Ipoh Asyur Anwar Mustapha BC Member M 2002/2015 

5 Indonesia Faisal Aziz Malik BC President M 1999/2012 

6 Indonesia Annisaa Imanda BC Member F 1997/2006 

7 India Sagar Goyal BC Representative M 2005/2013 

8 Japan Misaki Naito BC President F 2015 PA 

9 Malaysia Elsa Yeo Hui Seen BC Representative F 2008/2015 

10 Myanmar Hang Za Dal BC Representative M 2000/2011 

11 Nepal Nafisha Rijal BC Representative F 2005/2011 

12 Sri Lanka Mohamed Hashir Mohamed Naufer BC Representative M 2006/2013 

13 Taiwan Szu Pin Huang BC President M 1992/1999 

14 Vietnam Ha Khoa Ngoc Nguyen BC Representative F 2010/2015 

15 Vietnam Lan Phuong BC Representative F 1998/2008 

 

Former BCIO HOM 

No. Country Name Sex JA/PA 

1 Australia Erin Kate Maitland F 1990/2007 

2 Bangladesh KaziBushra Ahmed Tithi F 1991/2001 

3 Fiji Loreen Raju F 1994/2009 

4 India Nidhi Devendra Parekh F 1998/2011 

5 Japan Ayumi Inoue F 2009 PA  

6 Pakistan Mir Murad Baluch M 1995/2010 

 

Area Manager 

No. Country Name Sex JA/PA 

1 Indonesia Arief Adinoto M 1989/1998 

 

APCC/BCIO Head Office 

No. Country Name Sex JA/PA 

1 Japan Kazuo Kurashige M Former Senior Executive Director ( till Sept 2015) 

2 Japan Shinichiro Kubo M Senior Executive Director ( October 2015 ~ ) 

3 Japan Mamoru Masumoto M Committee Vice-Chairperson, NEXT APCC Committee 

4 Japan Hitoshi Sakimura M Department Director, 27th APCC BRIDGE Project Department 

5 Japan Hitoshi Iwamoto M BCIO Senior Advisor 

6 Japan Shigeyasu Masuda M Managing Director, BCIO 

7 Japan Yoshiyuki Matsumura M Assistant Managing Director, BCIO 

8 Japan Kenichi Yasutake M The 27th APCC Operating Director 

9 Japan HirokazuSuematsu M The 28th APCC Operating Director 

10 Japan Keiichi Mitsuyama M APCC Division Leader, The 28th APCC 

11 Japan Kanae Kimoto F APCC Secretary General 

12 Nepal Karuna Shrestha F APCC program coordinator, BCIO Secretariat 

13 Japan SatokoKanki F APCC program coordinator 

14 Japan Kayo Funatsumaru F APCC program coordinator 

15 Japan Miho Tani F BCIO Volunteer 

16 Japan Hiroshi Matsuo M BCIO Volunteer 

17 Japan Isao Ando M Fukuoka JC ( joined as an Observer) 
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Organizing committee, Indonesia 

No. Country Name Sex JA/PA 

1 Indonesia Elvira F Liaison Officer 

2 Indonesia Emma Ekayani Taher F 1989/2001 

3 Indonesia Murzal Arsya M 1989 

4 Indonesia Saut M. Hutapea M 1989/2001 

5 Indonesia Annisa Lutfia F 2001 

6 Indonesia Anna Fitriana F 2001 

7 Indonesia Athira Farah Tirtadyani F 2012 

8 Indonesia Fitriyah Siti Indriyani F 2015 Chaperon 

9 Indonesia Trie Yunita F 2003 

10 Indonesia Ali Mahmud M  

11 Indonesia Andre M  

 

 

 
 

 


